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7 November 2022 
 

 
Dear Parents/Carers 

 
Parents/Carers of students in Years 8-11 will be aware that we sent out an end-of-year survey in July; a 

summary of the results can be found on the school website Parent and Carer Survey Results - St Thomas More 

Catholic Comprehensive School (stmcomprehensive.org) 
 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the families who completed this survey - your feedback is always 
welcomed, heard and contributes to our work to continually improve our school for all students.  We will be 

seeking your feedback on at least a termly basis this school year and would strongly encourage all families to 

respond. 
 

Whilst the feedback was overwhelmingly positive, there were a number of areas highlighted that we can 
improve.  One particular area related to the statement ‘I am kept informed about my child's learning’, I hope 

the contents of this letter communicates the school’s plans for 2022-2023.  As we begin the second half term 
of this school year ,we would like to share with you what information/data you can expect to receive about 

your child’s progress in each curriculum subject this academic year.  

 

Half term Year group 

7 8 9 10 11 

Autumn 1 Settling-in 
report 

 

Settling-in 
meeting 

   Prediction/target 
update 

 

Parent/Carer 
meeting 

Autumn 2 Short report Short report Short report Short report Short report 

Inc PPE results 

Spring 1 Short report Short report 

 

Parent/Carer 
meeting 

Short report Short report 

 

Parent/Carer 
meeting 

Short report 

Spring 2 Short report Short report Short report Short report Short report 
Inc PPE results 

Summer 1 Short report Short report Short report 

 
Parent/Carer 

meeting 

Short report 

Inc PPE results 

 

Summer 2 Short report 
Inc Lower 

School Exam 
grade 

 

Parent/Carer 
meeting 

Short report 
Inc Lower 

School Exam 
grade 

Short report 
Inc Lower 

School Exam 
grade 

Short report  

 

Edulink 
You will be aware that we are now using the Edulink app, I hope you have been able to log on and have been 

receiving notification’s achievement/behaviour points?  If you require any support logging on/using this app 
please contact Mrs King directly sking@stmcomprehensive.org   We are in the process of setting up online 

reporting and our aim is for you to receive progress data on this platform, rather than the traditional paper 
method, by the end of 2022. 
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What is included in a short report? 

This depends on the year group, please see the table below for a summary 
 

Information/Data Year 

7 8 9 10 11 

Target step ✓ ✓    

Current step ✓ ✓    

Minimum target grade (MTG)   ✓ ✓ ✓ 
GCSE predicted grade   ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Under achievement code 1 (UA1) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Under achievement code 2 (UA2) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Behaviour for learning score (B4L) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 
What is a ‘target step’? 

The government has removed national curriculum levels from all secondary schools and has asked schools to 
introduce a better system of assessment. At St Thomas More, we have decided to use Steps (numbered from 

0 to 9) which align with the new GCSE grades. We believe this approach will enable pupils to achieve well in 

Key Stage 3 (KS3) and be prepared for their GCSE courses.  
 

What do the Steps mean? 
Step 3 means a pupil is performing the skills and knows the content up to a Step 3. Step 3.5 means that a 

pupil is secure in these skills and knowledge. A teacher will use a range of assessments to judge the current 

Step of every pupil.  
 

Termly Targets 
The termly Step targets are spaced out equally between a starting point in Year 7 Term 1 and Year 9 Term 3. 

A pupil who is reaching the termly targets is likely to attain the end of Year 9 Step target if they continue this 

progress.  
 

Why does my child have different targets for some subjects? 
Most subjects use a starting point of the average Key Stage 2 (KS2) level of English and Maths. English use 

only the English KS2 level as a starting point. Maths use only the Maths KS2 Level as a starting point.  
 

Art, French and Spanish have lower targets during Year 7 because many students do not yet have the skills 

to access the higher Steps. However, they will catch up during Year 8 and so their targets will bring them to 
the same Step by the end of Year 8. In PE, pupils learn several different sports in a year so they have one 

target for the whole year (which is why pupils have the same target each term). In Science, pupils have the 
same target throughout KS3 because most topics stand alone and will not be revisited during KS3. This means 

that pupils need to reach a high standard in each topic.  

 
How do the Steps link to GCSE Grades? 

The Step that a pupil reaches by the end of Year 8 indicates the GCSE grade that this pupil is ready to achieve 
at GCSE. For example, achieving Step 5 by the end of Year 8 indicates that a pupil is ready to achieve a GCSE 

grade 5 in Year 11. This is because the skills and content at KS3 have been mapped to the new GCSE 
specifications.  

 

What is a ‘minimum target grade’? 
The GCSE minimum target grade (MTG) is provided by FFT. The GCSE Prediction is the grade likely to be 

achieved at the end of Year 11 according to the professional judgement of the class teacher. (e.g. B3 means 
a B is possible with extra support, B2 means that a B grade should be achieved with similar effort levels to 
now, a B1 means that an A is even possible.) 
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What is a ‘GCSE predicted grade’? 
We have been using Predicted GCSE grades for several years now. We have come to recognise that assessment 

scores are not perfect and do not always reflect the true ability of a pupil. Sometimes pupils have good or bad 

days. Sometimes by chance and we know the answers to every question! Because of this a prediction of say, 
6 does not mean that we think a pupil will definitely gain a grade 6. It means we think this pupil will get a 5 

or 6 or 7. If they have a bad day in the test or do not revise well they may get a 5. If they work hard, learn 

the work more thoroughly they might get a grade 7. 

 

Prediction Likely GCSE 
grade 

1 U or 1 or 2 

2 1 or 2 or 3 

3 2 or 3 or 4 

4 3 or 4 or 5 

5 4 or 5 or 6 

6 5 or 6 or 7 

7 6 or 7 or 8 

8 7 or 8 or 9 

9 8 or 9 

 
What are underachievement (UA) codes? 

Underachievement (UA) codes are allocated by subject teachers and represent the reason why your child is 

not making good progress i.e. performing below their minimum targets.  These boxes will only be populated 
if your child is beneath their target in a particular subject.  Please see the list of the codes and their meaning 

below. 
 

 

Underachievement indicators 

a Attendance 

b  Behaviour 

c Concentration 

cl  Classwork 

co Contributions 

e  Effort 

ex Exam preparation/technique 

h Homework 

o Organisation 

n  Numeracy 

l  Literacy 

s Skill 

 

Behaviour for learning 

A student’s behaviour for learning (B4L) is as important as their academic ability for sustained success.  
Parents, Carers and school colleagues have high expectations of student’s behaviour; we aim to share B4L 

scores with each short report. 
 

Behaviour for learning 

1 Serious concerns – Homework is regularly poor, lacks focus, disruptive behaviour 

2 Requiring improvement – some missing homework, lack of focus at times in class 

3 Meeting expectations – all homework done, focused in class 

4 Above and beyond: Work done to best of ability, homework completed to a good standard, regularly 

contributes in class, catches up on missed work. 
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What should I do if I have a question/concern about my child’s academic progress? 

The vast majority of students make excellent progress as they move through the school, but if you have any 

particular concern when you receive a report please contact your child’s teacher for the specific subject; a 
complete staff list with contact details can be found on the school website: 

https://www.stmcomprehensive.org/296/staff-email-contact-list  If you have concerns in more than one area, 
your child’s Head of Year is the most appropriate person to contact. 

 

Year Head of Year Key Stage Leader 

 

7 

 

Miss A Phelps 

aphelps@stmcomprehensive.org  

 

 

 
Ms L Spurr 

lspurr@stmcomprehensive.org  
 

8 

 

Mr T Sandry 

tsandry@stmcomprehensive.org  

 

9 
 

Mrs S King 

sking@stmcomprehensive.org  

 

10 
 

Miss H Wood 

hwood@stmcomprehensive.org  

 

 
Miss F Woods 

fwoods@stmcomprehensive.org   

11 
 

Mr R Moran 

rmoran@stmcomprehensive.org  

 

If you have any questions or require further information, please contact me directly by email at 
cbryson@stmcomprehensive.org  

 
Yours sincerely 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Mrs Bryson 
Deputy Headteacher 
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